
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY-8 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day- 8 by Coach BSR starts with the
testimonial videos, BSR Sir’s achievements, and all information on page
https://www.askbsr.com/live in detail.

YouTube live link, Free Webinars, Morning Meditation link, Become a Volunteer,
Contribute and Donate, Summary, Free courses & Gifts, Contests and winners,
Testimonial videos, Mission, Social Media Handles etc.

Visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the above information and stay up
to date.

BSR Sir wishes great health, happiness and prosperity to everyone on the
occasion of Rakshabandhan.

From the previous day's lesson, Sir explains that Implementation is more important
than Learning. If you get a chance to learn then understand well, focus, put all your
efforts and make it permanent in your memory so that even if you miss a second
chance to repeat the same learning, you save time as well as you get the maximum
benefit out of your learning.

Read and learn once with focus and dedication so that you do not need to repeat.

https://www.askbsr.com/live
https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir talks about cleanliness. We need to clean ourselves and also the environment.
Unfortunately we become dependent on others for the process. We need to understand
our mind, take responsibility for ourselves as well as the environment. On the previous
day 7, Sir explained in detail about the Law of Attraction (LOA), how we attract anything
in life we order. We also learnt on day 6, the four pillars required for LOA to work.

● Turn your desire into the Burning Desire.
● Hope and Faith.
● Absolute Clarity.
● Zero Doubt.

Learn to Earn Money “Arth Dharm Ka Mool Hai”:

Sir explains why it's necessary to earn more money. Everyday learn something new,
increase your energy level and become rich in all aspects of life- health, relationship,
finance. Take responsibility to earn money and create a balanced life. If a good person
earns money, it is invested in good deeds and when a bad person earns more money,
that goes into bad deeds. Hence take charge of earning more money and learn to
donate or invest in some organisation to give employment to many people.



Sir also advises that when you earn more, do not get too attached to money then only it
will serve the society. Learn new concepts from The Magic of Thinking Rich workshop
and implement.

BSR Sir quickly revises the LOA learnings from the previous sessions, how to place
order to the Universe that LOA works and the Law of Energy from Quantum Physics.
Energy can neither be created nor be destroyed, it can only be transferred. Energy is
only one.God is energy, You are also energy, that means You are God.
Energy = God = You
Energy = 1

Same frequency attracts as we learnt in the case of setting or tuning the radio frequency
example. LOA always works, it is the law of action and reaction.

Sir explains with an example of a bottle containing water why the miracle fails. Why
does the LOA not work? The goal or target of a water bottle is in it’s lid. If we puncture
the surface of the bottle, the energy starts to leak. Similarly we puncture ourselves by
dissipating energy in the form of negative talks, tv news, social media addiction,
negative thinking, stress etc, energy leaks and the target is not achieved.

BSR Sir shares a real life example of the maid “Alka” who showed less interest in
household work and after a fruitful discussion with her, Sir’s family could save energy
from dissipating.

KASSH
Importance of Learning “KNOWLEDGE DOESN’T WORK, FOCUSED
KNOWLEDGE WORK”:
BSR explains the concept of ACHIEVING GOALS. We need to move towards a goal
and we usually move away from it by wasting our energy. To preserve energy, learn on
KASSH

When you stop Learning, you stop Winning.

K–Knowledge
A–Attitude
S–Skills
S–Strategies
H–Habit



KASSH has the power to change any individual with a positive approach towards
life.

ENERGY PRESERVED = ENERGY INCREASED

Sir says to live life king size. Start feeling  and experiencing everything that you want to
achieve in future from now onwards. Sir shares the example of Walt Disney, he thought
and visualized the Disney Land before its creation. Everything is first created in mind
then in reality, hence use all sensory organs to feel and experience your dream. Take a
test drive or feel your dream car in the showroom now. Feel the ambience of star hotels
and luxury now and attract the same desire in mind in near future. Everything can be
achieved through the LOA.

Law of Attraction:
BSR Sir explained about the Law of Attraction and how it works. BSR Sir shared how to
train our Subconscious Mind. When the subconscious mind is in proper alignment with
the conscious mind, we get results.We have 24 hours in a day. Daily if we dedicate 1-2
hrs for our subconscious mind and the rest 22-23 hrs for the conscious mind, the
desired results can be achieved very easily.

How to place the Right Order to the Universe: Law of attraction says that our
subconscious mind can attract anything and everything. There are over 60000 thoughts
that come to mind each day both positive and negative. If we focus on negative energy
more, we get negative results. Similarly when we focus on positive thoughts we get
positive results. When we focus on something we get results out of it.
Where focus goes, energy flows, FOCUS=RESULTS

BSR Sir asks if we believe in miracles and concludes When Logic Stops Magic
Begins

BSR Sir shares experiences of building strategies to earn 10 Crores and applying the
LOA to achieve them all using Goal and Vision Board.
This activity restricts the negative thoughts and manifests the desired results. Sir
explains why we need to be selective while choosing pictures or drawing for the Vision
Board with an example of a girl getting desired husband using the LOA from the vision
board image, which also attracted the wrong part of the background image.
Subconscious Mind attracts anything hence place order consciously.



Sir says to play the game with the Universe as he does and remember Rule Number 6,
that is do not take life so seriously. That means ask anything big you desire and let the
Universe work for you. Even if that does not come by any chance then remember the
most powerful Rule Number 6.

BSR Sir shares about the powerful Life Design exercise that will be taught in the
coming sessions of The Magic of Thinking Rich season 4.

BSR Sir shares a few feedback from people whose life is getting transformed by
attending The Magic of Thinking Rich and getting amazing results in various aspects of
life.

Important Announcements: for regular updates daily visit Page
https://www.askbsr.com/live

BSR Sir shares important updates on day 9 session where we will have our humble,
honourable teacher Anand Kumar Sir once again. BSR Sir will honour Anand Sir with the
“The Greatest Contributor of India” Award for his unbelievable contribution to his
students and to our Nation.

https://www.askbsr.com/live


Congratulations to all the Lucky winners of Day 8



CONGRATULATIONS

BSR shares day 9 topic to be the number one tool of the LOA
using that anything can be achieved very easily.

Celebration on the new powerful song of The Magic of Thinking Rich “Kya soch raha hai
soch zara tu kab badlega””

BSR Sir ends Day 8 with the gratitude message and power packed celebration.

THANK YOU


